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Introduction 

 In order to find out what else was going on in my life during my critical moment of my 

undergraduate career, I read a few entries of my blog that I started right after the “incident” 

happened. The blog was proof that I had been rediscovering who I was. I was leaning into my 

writing instead of my sadness and I was poking fun at my misery and trying to re-narrate what it 

was that had happened to me. According to Erikson’s (1959/1980) psychosocial identity 

development theory, I was somewhere around Stage 5, or the stage in which I really started 

asking myself, “Who am I?” I didn’t find the answers to this question at the time of the critical 

incident. Instead, I actually found more questions. 

Psychosocial Lens 

Looking at the transition from my first year to my second year of college with the 

psychosocial lens of Erikson’s (1959/1980) identity theory, I found an incongruity. When there 

was a critical incident in my life that disrupted the status quo, that identity formation seemed to 

all start over, turning the stage model into more of methodological model; a method to get 

through crisis. I now see Erikson’s stages as tools that one can utilize again and again in new 

relationships, new situations, and new worldviews.  

When I quit a sport during my first year of college, a sport that I had played every day for 

the last 8 years, I lost a part of me. I lost my autonomy, my initiative, my industriousness, my 

sense of identity, and I lost the trust I had built with myself. I was no longer a strong, dedicated 

basketball player. In fact, I no longer felt that I could consider myself an athlete, either. With 

impending shoulder surgery that would take me away from physical activity for a few months, I 

had to rediscover myself and what I believed in, all during what Marcia (1966) would call 
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moratorium, in which I was undergoing a period of intrapersonal crisis in regards to my ego 

status (as cited in Evans, Forney, Guido, Patton, & Renn, 2010).  

Moratorium 

Looking at the moments leading up to my decision to quit the basketball team at the 

University of Puget Sound, I can see a clear beginning to my moratorium phase. I had long since 

lived in a period of foreclosure, where the authorities in my life were my parents (now 2,000 

miles away) and my basketball coaches (of whom I now had none). I did not question what it 

was that I was supposed to do: go to college, play basketball, get a degree, get a job with my 

degree, and maybe coach in a youth league on the weekends. I turned my whole world upside 

down the moment I left Los Angeles, but it came to fruition the moment I told my coach that I 

could no longer be on that team. She told me that she did not know what to say, for she had 

“never quit anything” in her life. 

Moratorium for me was the time period after this decision. I had few friends, I engaged in 

copious amounts of drinking, and I dove into my studies so deeply that when I next looked up, it 

was winter break and I was in a relationship with a young man that refused to make us a public 

“thing.” I had never dated in high school, I did not drink or do drugs, and I had not ever really 

been unhappy. These were all new experiences for me. I was “anxiety-ridden… self-righteous… 

[and] vacillating” (Marcia, 1980, p. 161 as cited in Evans et al., p. 53). My identity was very 

different than what it had been just months before. 

Erikson Revisited 

Trust 

 As mentioned before, I progressed through Erikson’s (1959/1980) eight stages over the 

next few years. First, during the moratorium stage, I experienced mistrust. I mostly felt this 
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toward the man I was seeing; yet I took it out on myself. I was reckless with my choices and that 

summer I picked up a habit of doing drugs at raves with my friends who still lived in Los 

Angeles. When I was with any of my other friends (and especially while with family), I was 

leading a dual life. Dedicated daughter, friend, sister, and employee by day, raver and living on 

the edge by night, I was constantly confused by my conflicting roles. I did not trust who I was or 

who I was becoming. 

Shame and Initiative 

 I was ashamed of who I was. I started to trust myself again and give myself the love and 

respect that I deserved towards the end of the summer and I felt shame. I knew that I needed to 

make some changes in my life, so when I went back to school that August, I was prepared to do 

so. This powerful feeling of shame led me to take the initiative in joining the rowing team at 

school. At first, I went only to accompany a friend, but as tears rolled down my face during the 

meeting, I realized that I missed that team dynamic and feeling of exhaustion that only sports can 

bring. I signed up on the spot. 

Identity Achievement 

 Using Marcia’s (1966) theory of identity statuses, retrospectively I can place myself in 

the status of identity achievement. I had just undergone a period of personal (relatively large) 

crises and yet I was done being indecisive: I wanted to make a change. Upon joining the crew 

team, I was able to balance personal health with an athletic career and have a social life as well. I 

set and achieved numerous goals that semester and broke my own record on an indoor rowing 

machine, moving up to the Varsity squad. 

 Something that neither Marcia (1966) nor Erikson (1959) address much is the amount of 

co-dependence we have on others. Meaning, the moment I had a team and a coach that was 
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putting their trust in me, I was able to trust in them. I rebuilt an even stronger sense of trust in 

myself at this point and the autonomy I felt in making a pivotal life change (i.e., joining crew) 

was more substantial than ever. This led into my own experience of the intertwining of 

autonomy, initiative, and industriousness.  

Identity Achievement Through Erikson 

 In combining stages two through four, I can better reflect how the stages can repeat 

themselves later in life, not just at a young age. Autonomy is something that I have seen many 

people struggle with, which is why I never questioned my desire for autonomy, or for doing what 

I felt I needed to do for me. It is inextricably bound to my taking initiative and my feeling a 

sense of industry in that without the desire for autonomy actively taking place, I would not have 

made the same choices I made. 

 My industriousness was mild at first, but when I moved up to the varsity squad I felt 

useful and skilled; I felt validated. This is another way that identity development is so enmeshed 

in our external experiences aligning with our internal needs, desires, and feelings. I saw another 

young rower move up to varsity around the same time I did, but she was not looking for 

validation of her skills. She was looking for camaraderie and a good time, which were a far cry 

from the muscle-shaking five a.m. practices with the competitive women on the varsity team. 

While I was looking for a role in which I could balance my desire to push myself and be 

autonomous with my desire to be a part of something bigger and be useful, the other young 

rower was not.  

Identity Diffusion 

 I had used the energy from my sports to help me take initiative in other areas of my life. I 

was doing well in school, was loving my position as a resident assistant, and I was working part-
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time as a caterer to supplement my lavish lifestyle (dinner and a movie once or twice a month). I 

reapplied to be an RA, which was a hard choice since I went without more than six hours of 

sleep four nights a week during that spring semester. Somehow I knew that it would all work out. 

Even the relationship I was in would work itself out although he was graduating a year early.  

 I was a girlfriend, a rower, an RA, a caterer, and a student. Unfortunately, most good 

things come to an end, and so my rowing career ended. I herniated a disc and knew that I would 

physically and emotionally hurt more than I would enjoy staying on the team, so I quit. For the 

second time in my athletic career, I quit a sport due to unhappiness and injury. I was now single, 

an ex-rower with back pain, a Senior living with first-years, and trying to figure out what I 

wanted to do with my life. Like my first year of college when I quit the basketball team, I was 

repeating history: I was again asking myself “Who am I?”  

Who Am I? 

 Although the incident that I described seems to stretch throughout 3 years of my college 

career, it really was just an incident. It spawned many intrapersonal crises and many nights were 

spent crying over my plight and my future, but it still stands out as the one moment where I truly 

started to figure out who I was and who I would become. 

 Quitting the basketball team forced me to explore intimacy with friends instead of 

watching Netflix in isolation in my dorm-room. It allowed me to end relationships that were 

harmful to myself and it gave me the foundation and trust in myself to know that I could quit 

something and still turn out fine. Erikson does not seem to take into account paradigm shifts in 

one’s life, but that is clearly what happened for me. Trust is not simply built when we are babies 

and then simply built upon. It is breached and removed from us in a way that we, for the first 

time, might not trust ourselves; and then it is regained. In a time of unrealized foreclosure, I 
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stepped into a moratorium with my identity development: I allowed myself the time, the poor 

decisions, and the great initiatives to achieve my best self possible. I suppose another 

moratorium could be around the corner just as another paradigmatic shift could occur when I 

graduate UVM and leave this social justice bubble. But at least I will have this critical incident 

on which to build a stronger foundation for the next time I need to rebuild trust in myself or quit 

someone or something that was once important.  
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